Primary Vehicular Directional

11'4"x7'5" (message area 48"x60")

Sign S-2

UNM Cancer Center Exterior Wayfinding

A-SIDE (S-2A)

A. Main Pylon
9'6"x55", 1/8" Cold Rolled Mild Steel Sheet
3" Hidden in Base Footing
2.25" wide Box (Front Cap and Back Plate Combined)
Easyrust Dark
Top Coat Matte Clear Enamel / Satin Finish

B. Logo Panel
9'6"x20", 14" Gauge Cold Rolled Mild Steel Sheet
.75" wide Box (Front Cap and Back Plate Combined)
Powder Coat Paint to Match PMS 321
Semigloss Finish Exterior Rated

C. Message Panel (Wing)
48"x60", 1/8" thick Aluminum
Powder Coat Paint Exterior Rated
Southwest Powder Coating, Inc.
Silver Sparkle
Smooth Satin Finish

D. Logo
9.6"x15", 1/4" thick
Flat Cut Aluminum
Natural Satin Finish
Stud & Silicone Mounted

E. Vinyl Cut Letters
Black A7090-0
Avery High Performance
Opaque Series
4" Univers Font
Upper and Lower Case
116' Visibility at a Stand Still

General Specifications

scale 3/8"=1'
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Cancer Center
Outpatient Surgery & Imaging
Family Health
NM Tri-Lab
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Steven Raniszewski
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1213 University Blvd. NE

Remove No Parking Sign

University Blvd.
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135"
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54"
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Cancer Center
Outpatient Surgery & Imaging
Family Health
NM Tri-Lab

2 Plants Need to Be Removed and Underwater Sprinkler System Needs Rerouting

Landscapes Slopes Towards Building

Placement Elevation / Notes
Cancer Center
Outpatient Surgery & Imaging
Family Health
NM Tri-Lab

A-SIDE
4" Univers Font
Upper and Lower Case
116' Visibility at a Stand Still
Align Left
Top Placement

4" Text
3" Margin

Vinyl Cut Letters
Black A7090-0
Avery High Performance
Opaque Series

on 48"x60" Aluminum

UNMH
Outpatient Surgery & Imaging

B-SIDE
4" Univers Font
Upper and Lower Case
116' Visibility at a Stand Still
Align Center
Center Placement

This artwork and design is owned by Century Sign Builders unless expressly stated. Use of this document or the design shown here w/o permission is prohibited.
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